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Tax 
Apr 4 2024

'The need for financial planners for non-doms is greater than ever' 





State Pension 
Apr 4 2024

People need more choice over when to claim state pension
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Long Read 
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Is the future still magnificent for large-cap stocks?
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In Focus: Year of elections 
Apr 4 2024

Political instability leaving people worried about retirement 
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Mortgage defaults expected to surge 22% over next year
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How one mortgage prisoner paying 9% interest is 'at breaking point'
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‘Squeezed middle’ affected by protection gap
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British savings bonds launched with 4.15% rate
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'AI will be as transformative as the internet'
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Complaints about mis-selling and advice suitability on the rise
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Only third of HNWIs utilising new pension annual allowance











In Focus: Year of elections
2024 will see several high profile elections around the world including, possibly, in the UK. This hub looks at what these might mean for investment strategies, global policy shifts and future regulations here at home.
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In Focus: Year of elections 
Apr 2 2024

'Chancellor had rare opportunity with non doms - but missed'
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In Focus: Year of elections 
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Govt fails to commit to paying Waspi compensation
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Inflation sees ‘significant’ fall to 3.4%
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Central bank rate-cut pricing is eye-catching but deceiving
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India offers 'compelling case' for investors
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Investing in emerging markets
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What are the challenges and opportunities in private assets?
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~ 30 min

How to assess AI's threats and opportunities 
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~ 30 min

Why getting duration right is vital for portfolio allocation
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What’s next for inflation?
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How one mortgage prisoner paying 9% interest is 'at breaking point'
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Söderberg & Partners launches MPS on adviser platforms
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Complaints about mis-selling and advice suitability on the rise
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Equal weight approach could be solution to Magnificent Seven concerns 
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Mar 27 2024

Investors must not let election buzz mess with their long-term strategy
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How advice companies can accommodate Muslim staff during Ramadan
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‘Why the Waspi issue is a political, and touchy, subject’
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'We see insourcing as an evolution rather than a revolution'

Nic Spicer[image: Nic Spicer]
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Why the UK's workplace pension needs urgent reform
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~ 30 min

Underestimating life expectancy huge challenge for pensions industry
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'Investors ignore geopolitics at their own risk'
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What’s next for inflation?
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How the EIS has grown in popularity with investors
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How pot for life might work for UK pension scheme members
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How can investing in illiquids help Britain's pension savers?
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